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Longchamp recently introduced its  firs t Le Pliage bags  with recycled materials . Image credit: Longchamp

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

French leather and accessories brand Longchamp is reinforcing its commitment to sustainability by partnering with
Ocean Generation, an organization that promotes ocean conservation through education and storytelling.

After being less proactive about environmentally responsible fashion than some of its luxury peers, Longchamp is
getting up to speed with an extensive push around its new Le Pliage Green handbags. On July 29, Longchamp and
Ocean Generation also hosted a free event on "forever accessories" with fashion editors from the British magazine
Stylist to encourage consumers to invest in more durable goods.

"I think durability for us is two things," said Hector Cassegrain, general manager of Longchamp U.K. and a fourth-
generation member of the Longchamp family, at the event.

"In terms of design: that you can wear it with a lot of things, that you can put in any kind of wardrobe you have," he
said. "I think the second thing that's been core to what we're doing is also the craftsmanship that we have, and we just
don't like to waste things."

The conservation was moderated by Susan Riley, commercial editorial director at Stylist magazine.

Buying better
In July, Longchamp unveiled its first Le Pliage Green styles, which are made using a recycled nylon canvas that is
primarily derived from recycled bottles and other plastic waste. The environmentally-friendly line retains classic Le
Pliage traits, including the tone-on-tone horse embroidery and Russian leather trimming.

Longchamp also plans to only use canvas made from recycling by 2023 (see story).

Plastic waste such as that used in the Le Pliage Green line is a major polluter of oceans, the planet's largest source
of oxygen. Unfortunately, recycling enough is not enough to tackle this problem, according to Jo Ruxton, founder of
the U.K.-based Ocean Generation.

Longchamp and Ocean Generation speak to Stylist about sustainable style
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"Globally, 14 percent of plastic is recycled," Ms. Ruxton said. "People think that recycling is a continuous process that
keeps happening, but 1 percent of plastic globally goes through recycling more than once."

Instead, as plastic gradually breaks down into smaller pieces, this granular plastic leaks into waterways and
eventually the food chain.

Ms. Ruxton encourages fashion consumers to embrace a buy less, buy better mindset as part of their personal
sustainable efforts. She also emphasized the importance of repairing goods instead of disposing them.

"If you value it and repair it, you will get so much more out of it and it means it's  not going to end up wasted in the
environment," Ms. Ruxton said.

Longchamp offers repair services to its customers, repairing approximately 60,000 pieces a year.

Longchamp averages  one repair every 10 minutes . Image credit: Longchamp

"We really make sure that when these items get older, that you don't just throw them away, but that we actually make
sure that you can use them a little bit longer because if you use them so long, you love them," Mr. Cassegrain said.

"We're actually very proud of repairing it for you as well," he said. "So I think this durability aspect of it is  super
important for us that's one of the challenges that we love actually because it's  actually in our DNA."

Luxury repairs
More high-end brands are emphasizing or expanding aftercare services, including repairs, as sustainability
becomes top of mind among affluent consumers.

Online retailer Farfetch is partnering with aftercare platform The Restory in its latest effort to sustainably extend the
lifecycle of luxury goods.

"Farfetch Fix" will provide services from The Restory which has cultivated a wide range of techniques offering
aftercare and repair services to shoes, bags and leather goods. The partnership plays a part in the retailer's
"Positively Farfetch" sustainability strategy (see story).

According to research from secondhand marketplace Fashionphile, there is a direct relationship between the price
paid and the likelihood of investing in mending and repairs, with luxury bag owners three times more likely than fast
fashion bag owners to seek professional services to extend the life of handbags (see story).

"When you're making these shopping decisions, I think it's  [important to] understand what the brand is doing,
understand what the actions are," Longchamp's Mr. Cassegrain said. "Recycling and your impact on the
environment can be something positive in your life, and doesn't have to be stressful, doesn't have to be
overwhelming."
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